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ABSTRACT
Swarm Intelligence is the collective behavior of decentralized, self-organized systems. Swarm intelligence has
emerged as a new-generation methodology belonging to the class of evolutionary computing and that evolutionary
computation inspired from biological. The problems inindustry can be formulated as scheduling, planning,
predicting, and optimization problems, where evolutionary computation methods can play a vital role. Although
evolutionary computation has been applied to scheduling and planning for systems and manufacturing, other
problems in the industry like decision-making in computer-aided diagnosis and prediction have not been properly
formulated for evolutionary computation techniques, and many evolutionary computation techniques are not well
known to the industry community. The concluding takes on these discoveries is that, collective intelligence
distributed among simple bots can achieve state of the art results in the future of industry. In this work we presented
brief review of Evolutionary Swarm Intelligence Algorithms.
Keywords: Swarm Intelligence (SI), Evolutionary Algorithms, Swarm Robots, ACO, PSO, RSO, GSA, KH, SDS, BA,
IWD, FSA, AIS.
I. INTRODUCTION
Swarm Intelligenceis that the collective behavior of decentralized, self-organized systems, natural or artificial. Swarm
Intelligence is based on collective social behavior of organisms. It encompasses the implementation of collective
intelligence of groups of simple agents based on behavior of real-world insect swarms, as a problem-solving tool.
Swarm intelligent (SI) techniques are heuristic stochastic search processes. [1] SI approaches are often generalized as
follows:
all
approaches
are
initiated
with
a
group
of
solutionscalledpopulation,theninsuccessivestepseachcandidateofthesetlearns collectively from other candidates and
adapts itself in accordance to the solution space. Strategy incorporated and learning mechanism of these techniques
mostly mimic the natural facts and phenomena. Such nature inspired mathematical models are often plugged into one
framework.
Swarm Intelligence Evolutionary algorithms:
ACO – Ant Colony Optimization
PSO – Partial Swarm Optimization
RSO – Reactive Search Optimization
GSA – Gravitational Search Algorithm
KH – Krill Herd
SDS – Stochastic Diffusion Search
BA - Bat Algorithm
IWD - Intelligent Water Drop
FSA - Fish Swarm Algorithm
AIS - Artificial Immune System
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II. SWARM INTELLIGENCE EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS
PSO - Particle Swarm Optimization
[2] Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) originally introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 (Kennedy and Eberhart
1995). [2] Basic intuition behind PSO was simulation of cooperative learning mechanism of bird’s flocking. [2]Flying
birds in flock show learning through individual’s experience and follow other. One of them leading the flock and other
follows that leader. [2] Once leader changes, immediately all other individual including previous leader begin
following it. [2] This process continues until reach their destination. Kennedy and Eberhart formulated this process into
a mathematical model with two very simple equations. One of those equations was analogous to the position and other
one was analogous to the velocity of bird or particle. [2] Experience of individual particle was conserved as personal
best i.e. any particle experienced best position so far. [2] Experience of flock or swarm or population was conserved as
global best i.e. the best position experienced by the swarm thus far. These experiences were wont to learn and control
velocity of particle. [2] Finally, particles moved to new position with learned velocity. So, each particle in solution
space are associated with position and velocity. Velocity and position equation proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in
original PSO are shown below:
Vi(t+1) = Vi(t) + C1R1 [Xpb(t) – Xi(t)] + C2R2[Xgb(t) – XI(t)]

Xi(t+1) = Xi(t) + Vi(t+1)

[2] Here, t denotes discrete time steps, Xi(t) denotes the position vector of particle i and Vi(t) denotes the speed vector of
a particle within the solution space at time step t, Xpb(t) be the position vector of particle i’s personal best position so
far and Xgb(t) be the position vector of global best particle so far. R1 and R2 are the vectors of uniform random values
in range (0, 1). Parameters C1 and C2 are the cognitive acceleration coefficient and social acceleration coefficient
respectively. Vi(t+1) and Xi(t+1) denote new position and velocity vector at time step t+1 respectively.This strategy is
often easily ﬁtted into the generalized SI process. Only requirement is to represent particle set as vectors of position and
velocity. Once we have initial velocity and position of each individual particle, we can update iteratively with strategic
Equations until the attain desired approximated position. Actual strategy behind the PSO lies in above two equations.
This basic version of PSO has been modiﬁed signiﬁcantly over the years to enhance performance.
ACO - Ant Colony Optimization
[2] Ant colony optimization (ACO) is inspired by foraging behavior of ants. Ants deposit pheromone to mark the
favorable path which path is followed by other member of the colony to gather foods. Over the time pheromone
evaporates and hence, relative attraction thereto speciﬁc path decreases. [2] As much time an ant takes to visit from
source to destination, proportionate amount of pheromone evaporates by that point. Summarily smaller path takes less
time, which means less evaporation, so density of pheromone becomes higher. Therefore, if one ant ﬁnds an honest
(i.e., short) path from the source to destination, other ants are more likely to follow that path. Artiﬁcial ant system has
got to do two main tasks: updating pheromone and selection of path with maximum pheromone densities to succeed
destination. To acquire ACO method, solution space is represented with graph. The pheromone Ƭij, associated with the
edge joining nodes i and j, is updated as follows:

where, ρ is the evaporation rate, m is the number of ants, and is the quantity of pheromone deposited on edge (i, j) by
ant k.
is measured with a ratio Q/Lk if ant k used edge (i, j) in its tour, if not considered 0 value, where Q is a
constant, and Lk is the cost of the tour constructed by ant k.[2] ACO adopts probabilistic approach to select path. This
probability depends on priori desirability represented by attractiveness ηij of the move and posteriori τij of the move,
indicating how desirable it has been in the past to make that particular move. When an ant k is at node i then the
probability of going to node j is given by the equation below:
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Here is that the amount of pheromone deposited for moving from node i to j, α may be a parameter to regulate the
influence of which takes greater than equal to 0 value, β is another parameter to control the influence of ηij which
takes value greater than equal to 1. ηij is the attractiveness of edge (i, j) which is considered as inverse of cost of the
edge (i, j).In each iteration ants add new transition to construct ﬁnal solution and update pheromone level within the
path. Once solutions are represented with graph and initialize ants accordingly, ACO can be ﬁtted in general
framework.

RSO – Reactive Search Optimization
[5] Reactive Search Optimization (RSO) advocates the mixing of machinelearning techniques into search heuristics for
solving complex optimizationproblems. [5] The word reactive hints at a ready response to events while
alternativesolutions are tested, through an internal online feedback loop for theself-tuning of critical parameters. [5] Its
strength lies within the introduction of high-levelskills often associated to the human brain, like learning from the
pastexperience, learning on the work, rapid analysis of alternatives, ability to deal with incomplete information, quick
adaptation to new situations and events.
[5] Intelligent optimization, a superset of Reactive Search Optimization, refers toa more extended area of research,
including online and off-line schemes supported the utilization of memory, adaptation, incremental development of
models, experimentalalgorithmic applied to optimization, intelligent tuning and design of heuristics.[5] The RSO
approach of learning on the work is to be contrasted with off-line parametertuning. [5] This orthogonal approach is
studied and proposes methods to predict per-instance and per-parameter run-times with reasonableaccuracy. These
predictive models are then wont to predict which parametersettings end in rock bottom run-time for a given instance,
thus automatically tuningthe parameter values of a stochastic local search (SLS) algorithm on a per-instancebasis by
simply picking the parameter configuration that is predicted to yield thelowest run-time. [5] The approach works for
both deterministicand randomized algorithms and can be applied regardless of tuning scenario andoptimization
objective.On-line and off-line strategies are complementary: actually, even RSO methodstend to possess variety of
parameters that remain fixed during the search and may hence be tuned by off-line approaches.

GSA – Gravitational Search Algorithm
[2] MaininspirationofGravitationalsearchalgorithm (GSA)wastakenfromNewton’s law of universal gravitation and laws
of motion. [2] Every point in solution space is considered as a searching agent having mass. Searching agents of GSA
are considered as objects and their performance is measured by their masses. [2] Due to gravitational force each object
attracts other objects. Object with lower masses are going to be attracted towards the thing with heavier mass. Heavy
masses represent comparatively better solution and moves slowly. Another fact of physics is also considered, according
to
which
objects
in
space
do
not
feel
uniform
gravitational
forceduetovaryinggravitationalconstant.ActualvalueofgravitationalconstantG depends on the age of the universe. So
universal gravitational constant G(t) at time t are often computed asfollows:

Here, G(t0) is the value of the gravitational constant at the ﬁrst cosmic quantum- interval of time t0. This varying G(t) is
used to compute total force Fd exerted on agent ifrom direction d in the space. Due to this force agents are accelerated
towardseachother.AccelerationofanyagentihavingmassMi attimetindirection
discomputedwiththeequationpresentedbelow:

Thepositionvelocityofeachagentisupdatedwithlawsofmotionasfollows:
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Here, x and v are the position and velocity of agent i in direction d at time t + 1. R is auniformly distributedrandom
variable within range (0, 1). This strategy can be fitted into generalized framework of SI by considering population as
set of searching agents.

KH – Krill Herd
[6] In KH, the distance between the food location and the position of the krill individuals isconsidered as objective. The
optimization process of the KH can be divided into the three
following steps (Gandomi and Alavi 2012):
i. movement induced by other krill individuals;
ii. foraging action; and
iii. random diffusion
The three actions mentioned above can be mathematically represented as follows.

= Ni + Fi + Di (1)
Where Ni is themotion induced by other krill; Fi is the foragingmotion, and Di is the physicaldiffusion of the ith krill
individuals. Algorithm given below:
Begin
Step 1: Initialization.
Set the generation counter G=1;
initialize the population P of NP krill individuals randomly;
set the foraging speed Vf, the maximum diffusion speed Dmax,
and the maximum induced speed Nmax.
Step 2: Whilethe termination criteria is not satisfied or G<Gmaxdo
Sort the population/krill from best to worst.
for i=1:NP (all krill) do
Perform the following motion calculation.
Motion induced by the presence of other individuals
Foraging motion
Physical diffusion
Implement the genetic operators.
Update the krill individual position in the search space.
Evaluate each krill individual according to its position.
end for i
Sort the population/krill from best to worst and find the current best.
G=G+1.
Step 3: end while
Step 4: Post-processing the results and visualization.
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End.

SDS – Stochastic Diffusion Search
SDS is based on distributed computation, in which the operations of simple computational units,or agents, are
inherently probabilistic. Agents collectively construct the solution by performing independentsearches, followed by the
diffusion of information through the population. Positive feedback promotesbetter solutions by allocating to them more
agents for their exploration. Limited resources induce strongcompetition from which the largest population of agents
corresponding to the best-fit solution rapidlyemerges.[1] [3] In many search problems, the solution can be thought of as
composed of many subparts, and incontrast to most swarm intelligence methods SDS explicitly utilizes such
decomposition to increasethe search efficiency of individual agents. In SDS, each agent poses a hypothesis about the
possiblesolution and evaluates it partially. Successful agents repeatedly test their hypothesis, while
recruitingunsuccessful agents by direct communication. This creates a positive feedback mechanism ensuringthe rapid
convergence of agents onto promising solutions in the space of all solutions. Regions of thesolution space labeled by the
presence of agent clusters can be interpreted as good candidate solutions.A global solution is thus constructed from the
interaction of many simple, locally operating, agentsforming the largest cluster. Such a cluster is dynamic in nature, yet
stable, analogous to, “a forest whosecontours do not change but whose individual trees do”.
BA - Bat Algorithm
Bat algorithm is a relatively new metaheuristic, developed by Yang (2010c). It was inspired by the echolocation
behavior of microbats. Microbats use a type of sonar, called echolocation, to detect prey, avoid obstacles, and locate
their roosting crevices in the dark. These bats emit a very loud sound pulse and listen to the echoes that bounce back
from the surrounding objects. Depending on the species, their pulse varies in property and can be correlated with their
hunting strategies. Most bats use short, frequency-modulated signals to sweep through about an
octave,whileothersmoreoftenuse constant frequencysignalsforecholocation.

Their signal bandwidth varies depending on the species and is often increased by using more harmonics.
The bat algorithm uses three idealized rules:

(i) All bats use echolocation to sense distance, and they also “know” the difference between food/prey and background barriers in some magical way.
(ii) A bat roams randomly with a velocity vi atpositionxi withafixedfrequencyrange[fmin;fmax],varyingitsemissionrate
r ε [0,1] and loudness A0 to search for prey, depending on the proximity of their target.
(iii) Although the loudness can vary in many ways, we assume that the loudness varies from a large (positive) A0
to a minimum constant value Amin. These rules can be translated into the followingformulas:
=

Where ε is a random number drawn from a uniform distribution and xt is the current best solution found so far during
iterations. The loudness and pulse rate can vary with iteration t in the followingway:

Here α and β are constants. In fact, α is analogous to the cooling factor of a cooling schedule within the simulated
annealing. In the simplest case,we will useα=β,and that wehave actually usedα=β=0.9inmostsimulations.Bat algorithm
has been extended to multiobjective bat algorithm (MOBA) by Yang (2011a), and preliminary results suggested that it
is very efficient (Yang and Gandomi, 2012).
IWD - Intelligent Water Drop
IntelligentWaterDrops(IWD)algorithmwasintroducedbyShah-Hosseini(2008).IWD simulates flow of river water. It
seems that natural riveroften followsfavorable paths among lots of possible different paths on the ways fromthe
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sourcetodestination.Pathsthroughwhichwaterflowsinriversmayhaveseveraltwistsand turns, but always chose best
possible
path.
Intelligence
behind
thosetwistsandturnsarethekeyinspirationoftheIWDalgorithm.Thoseapproximatebestpathsareresultedbytheactionsandreac
tions,whichoccuramongthewaterdropsandthe water drops with the soil. Considering these aspects IWDs are
createdwithtwopropertiessoilandvelocity.Solutionspaceisrepresentedwithagraph.IWDsaredistributed over the graph and
starts
moving
through
edges.
An
IWD
flowsfromasourcetoadestination.InitiallyIWDshavevelocitybutzerosoil.Duringmovement from one node to another,
removes
soil
from
the
path
andgainspeed.IncrementinvelocityofanIWDisnonlinearlyandinverselyproportionaltothesoilpresentinthepath.

Therefore,theIWDbecomefasterinapathwithlesssoil.ThreethingshappeningduringmovementofIWDsingraphicallyreprese
ntedsolutionspace.Firstly,IWDsgainvelocityandgathersoilfromthepaththeymovedthrough.Secondly,proportionateamount
ofsoilisremovedfromthepathofthegraphthroughwhichtheymove.Timefactoris employed duringremovalandaddition of
soil.
Less
the
time
to
pass
IWD
through
a
path
canremovelargeramountofsoil.ThetimeisproportionaltothevelocityoftheIWDandinverselyproportional to the distance
between
the
two
nodes.
Lastly,
IWD
needs
to
choose
pathtonextnodefromthemultiplepaths.MechanismtochoosepathisthattheIWD prefers path with less soil. Hence, paths
with less soil have higher chance to urge chosen by an IWD.The strategy looks very similar to ACO. Pheromones are
deposited through the path an ant moves and with the time pheromone decreases as it evaporates. In case of IWD, soil
is removed from the path when an IWD moves through it. Only difference is changes to the path are constant in case of
ACO, whereas in case of IWD these changes are dependent on velocity and soil gained by an IWD. This strategy can be
ﬁtted to the generalized SI framework once we have initial soil and velocity.
FSA - Fish Swarm Algorithm
[4] In nature, the fish can find the more nutritious area by individual search or following after other fish, the world
with far more fish is usually most nutritious. The basic idea of the AFSO is to imitate the fish behaviors like praying,
swarming, and following with local search of fish individual for reaching the worldwide optimum. The environment
where an AF lives is especially the answer space and is that the states of other AFs. Its next behavior depends on its
current state and its local environmental state (including the quality of the question solutions at present and the states
of nearby companions). An AF would influence the environment via its own activities and its companions' activities. A
new evolutionary computation technique, Artificial Fish Swarm Optimization (AFSO) was first proposed in 2002.
AFSO possess similar attractive features of genetic algorithm (GA) like independence from gradient information of the
target function, the power to unravel complex nonlinear high dimensional problems. Furthermore, they will achieve
faster convergence speed and need require few parameters to be adjusted. Whereas the AFSO does not possess the
crossover and mutation processes used in GA, so it could be performed more easily. AFSO is also an optimizer based
on population. The system is initialized firstly in a set of randomly generated potential solutions, and then performs the
search for the optimum one iteratively.
Artificial Fish (AF) may be a fictitious entity of true fish, which is employed to hold on the analysis and explanation of
problem, and may be realized by using animal ecology concept. With the help of the object-oriented analytical method,
we will regard the artificial fish as an entity encapsulated with one’s own data and a series of behaviors, which can
accept amazing information of environment by sense organs, and do stimulant reaction by the control of tail and fin.
The environment during which the artificial fish lives is especially the answer space and therefore the states of other
artificial fish. Its next behavior depends on its current state and its environmental state (including the standard of the
question solutions at the present and therefore the states of other companions), and it influences the environment via its
own activities and other companions’ activities [4]. X is the current state of a AF, Visual is the visual distance, and Xvis
the visual position at some moment. If the state at the visual position is better than the current state, it goes forward a
step in this direction, and arrives the Xnextstate; otherwise, continues an inspecting tour in the vision. The greater
number of inspecting tour the AF does, the more knowledge about overall states of the vision the AF obtains. Certainly,
it doesn’t got to travel throughout complex or infinite states, which is useful to seek out the worldwide optimum by
allowing certain local optimum with some uncertainty.

Vision concept of the Artificial Fish:
Let

and
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then this process can be expressed as follows:

. Step. rand () (2)

Where rand( )produces random numbers between 0 and 1, Step is the step length, and is the optimizing variable, n is
the number of variables. The AF model includes two parts (variables and functions). The variables include: X is the
current position of the AF, Step is the moving step length, Visual represents the visual distance, try_numberis the try
number and is the crowd factor (0 < < 1). The functions include the behaviors of the AF: AF_Prey, AF_Swarm,
AF_Follow, AF_Move, AF_Leap and AF_Evaluate.

The Basic functions of AFSA:
Fish usually stay in the place with a lot of food, so we simulate the behaviors of fish based on this characteristic to find
the global optimum, which is the basic idea of the AFSO. The basic behaviors of AF are defined as follows for
maximum:
AF_Prey: This is a basic biological behavior that tends to the food; generally, the fish perceives the concentration of
food in water to determine the movement by vision or sense and then chooses the tendency. Behavior description: Let
Xi be the AF current state and select a state X j randomly in its visual distance, Y is the food concentration (objective
function value), the greater Visual is, the more easily the AF finds the global extreme value and converges.

If in the maximum problem, it goes forward a step in this direction;

Otherwise, select a state X j randomly again and judge whether it satisfies the forward condition. If it cannot satisfy
after try_numbertimes, it moves a step randomly. When the try_numberis small in AF_Prey, the AF can swim
randomly, which makes it flee from the local extreme value field.

AF_Swarm: The fish will assemble in groups naturally in the moving process, which is a kind of living habits in order
to guarantee the existence of the colony and avoid dangers. Behavior description: Let X I be the AF current state, X c be
the center position and nfbe the number of its companions in the current neighborhood (d ij<Visual), n is total fish
number. If Yc>Yi andδ<nnf which means that the companion center has more food (higher fitness function value) and
is not very crowded, it goes forward a step to the companion center;

Otherwise, executes the preying behavior. The crowd factor limits the scale of swarms, and more AF only cluster at the
optimal area, which ensures that AF move to optimum in a wide field.
AF_Follow: In the moving process of the fish swarm, when a single fish or several ones find food, the neighborhood
partners will trail and reach the food quickly. Behavior description: Let X I be the AF current state, and it explores the
companion X j in the neighborhood (d ij<Visual), which has the greatest Y j. If Y j >Yiandδ<nnf, which means that the
companion X j state has higher food concentration (higher fitness function value) and the surroundings is not very
crowded, it goes forward a step to the companion X j,

Otherwise, executes the preying behavior.
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AF_Move: Fish swim randomly in water; in fact, they are seeking food or companions in larger ranges. Behavior
description: Chooses a state at random in the vision, then it moves towards this state, in fact, it is a default behavior of
AF_Prey.

AF_Leap: Fish stop somewhere in water, every AF’s behavior result will gradually be the same, the difference of
objective values (food concentration, FC) become smaller within some iterations, it might fall into local extremum
change the parameters randomly to the still states for leaping out current state.
Behavior description: If the objective function is almost the same or difference of the objective functions is smaller than
a proportion during the given (m-n) iterations, chooses some fish randomly in the whole fish swarm, and set parameters
randomly to the selected AF. The β is a parameter or a function that can make some fish have other abnormal actions
(values), eps is a smaller constant.

If (BestFC(m)- BestFC(n)) < eps

AF_Swarm makes few fish confined in local extreme values move in the direction of a few fish tending to global
extreme value, which results in AF fleeing from the local extreme values. AF_Follow accelerates AF moving to better
states, and at the same time, accelerates AF moving to the global extreme value field from the local extreme values.

AIS - Artificial Immune System
[7] Timmis et al (2010) outline a framework for an AIS to be developed on a SYMBRIONrobot, see Fig 1. The
framework has been divided into two separate levels:innate and adaptive, round the concept of an artificial lymph
gland. As we have outlinedearlier, the innate level is akin to a pre-programmed ability to identify specificpatterns
which then results in specific responses.

Fig. 1 Framework for immune-inspired fault tolerance in swarm robotic systems, after Timmiset al (2010)
The adaptive level is akin to a nonspecific response which adapts over the life-time of the host, which in some cases
mayimprove over time. This analogy is carried over into this framework, with a combinationof simple, preprogrammed type responses, and ones that adapt over time. It isalso worth noting that the AIS is to be encoded during a
genome that’s held within therobotic unit, and this itself will adapt over time [7].
[7] The innate component consists of a process of anomaly detection that takes datafrom internal and external sources.
The innate system only adapts on an evolutionarytimescale, which is directed by the genome. As such, the transfer of
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immunologicalgenetic information between robotic units are often implemented. [7] Timmis et al (2010)make use of
the innate immune system antigen presenting cell (APC), or DendriticCell (DC) analogy (Mokhtar et al 2009). This
layer allows for an effective filtering" ofthe data for detecting potential anomalies in the data stream. The innate layer
has the power to correlate a spread of input sources over time and identifies the presence of a mistake supported the
correlations of those signals. The innate layer also has the abilityfor prioritizing an alarm, by indicating the severity of
the danger and learning by theincorporation of new knowledge over time on an evolutionary timescale via changes
atthe genome level [7].
The adaptive artificial layer is analogue to the collaborative effort of B-cells andT-cells, key actors in the natural
immune system's adaptive layer. The system, therefore, employs two distinct and complementarymethods of identifying
anomalies, one taking inspiration from the behavior of Bcells,the opposite from the operation of T-Cells. The B-cell
approach maintains a B-cellpopulation and is akin to an instance-based learning approach where actual instancesof
data are stored in a feature vector and are used to compare against the currentreadings from the robot sensors. They
employ a time window, similar to the approachtaken in (de Lemos et al 2007) where we build up a population of
detectors capable ofidentifying potential anomalies based on examples seen in the past and learnt over time.The T-cell
approach takes inspiration from the T-cell receptor and performs estimatesof the densities associated with the
distributions of sensor values, based on work byOwens et al (2009) [7].
Finally, not only will the system be able to detect errors and make recommendationsto the control system, the robotic
swarm is endowed with a collective behavior ofaggregation in order to isolate a faulty robot, and in some cases allow
for the repair of therobot, both when operating in swarm mode or organism mode: this is a self-healingproperty on the
system. For this, inspiration is taken from the immunological processknown as granuloma formation. Applying the
granulomaformation concepts to collective robotics allows the authors to perform two relatedtasks. First, the isolation
of faulty robots, which occurs after the initial identificationof a potential fault. The authors propose a case when a
permanent fault is located ina robot, and the robot ceases to move. They assume that certain visual signals can besent
by the robot which other functional robots nearby can recognize. These functionalrobots are then attracted towards the
faulty robot, almost like how T-cells are attractedby cytokines emitted by an infected macrophage. A limited number of
these robotsthen isolate the fault robot, akin to T-cells surrounding an infected macrophage, butstill move around the
fault robot so that other functional robots in the swarm areno longer drawn to the \anchor" point that could be the faulty
robot. This approachwould be ideally used when certain repairs could be initiated by the robots themselves,such as
certain power failures where a re-charge may well be scient to help completea task (Humza et al 2009).

III. APPLICATIONS OF EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHMS: IN HEALTHCARE DATA PROCESSING
Swarming robots for reaching better precision in locating pre-cancerous pathologies in the gastrointestinal lumen.The
primary test carried for the hypothesis by employing swarm intelligence algorithms to define metastases on bone
scintigraphy images. Bone scans are usually performed in patients diagnosed with lung, breast, and prostatic
adenocarcinoma. The experimental 10,000 swarm agents were ready to process the scans and accurately trace the
abnormalities.
[ 3] No matter how innovative, most of the available cancer treatments still cause side effects by spreading across the
patient’s body from the bloodstream, attacking both healthy and cancerous cells. [3] To attenuate the harm, the therapy
should be focused on attacking malignancies only.Precision medicine and personalized therapies promise to attenuate
side effects by being tailored to patient genetics. However, such treatment can’t be applied to all or any cancer types
and to any patient. Swarm robotics has the potential to require personalized cancer treatment up a notch. Swarming
nanobots might interact with cancerous cells and destroy the tumor from within, injecting the drug directly, and
unlocking the possibility to avoid any impact on healthy tissue [3].
Other researchers are exploring the thought of nanobots being the treatment itself, drilling into cancerous cells and
blasting them in only one minute. These bots can identify malignant cells and attach to them. When activated with
light, the bots spin with the speed of about 2 million to three million times per second, killing the cell with none any
chemicals used.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, Swarm Intelligence and Evolutionary Algorithmsephemeral introduction and review is summarized. And
also noted few applications using Evolutionary Algorithms in prediction and for diagnosing.The concluding takes on
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these discoveries is that, collective intelligence distributed among simple bots can achieve state of the art results in the
future of health care industry.
As a future work for this work, would like to provide a review of more advanced Swarm Intelligence Algorithms and
most widely using application in various industries.
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